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Project Title 

 

The Scholarly Elite: Characterizing Uneven Distributions 
in Access to Institutional Repository (IR) Content 

Description  

PLEASE NOTE: Project will jointly host two fellowships coordinated by MSU and UNM. 
 
The Repository Analytics & Metrics Portal (RAMP), provides Institutional Repository (IR) 
managers with data about the search engine performance of IR content in Google properties 
including web search and Google Scholar. RAMP item data includes details about the items: 
1) search result position; 2) number of times the item appears in a search result; and 3) 
whether the item URL received any clicks. RAMP data documentation and data processing 
methods are available with a published subset of RAMP data 
(https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.fbg79cnr0), with additional information at 
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/ulls_fsp/141/.  
 
Since 2017, RAMP’s has helped administrators accumulate a large, longitudinal dataset 
enabling novel comparisons of the search engine performance of IR content across 
institutions and platforms. Previous research on the published data subset has provided new 
insights into the uneven statistical distributions across metrics describing IR access and use. 
Not only do some individual IR outperform others, but  the data also provide evidence that 
most IR use is driven by a very small number of highly accessed items. The purpose of this 
project is to analyze a larger subset of RAMP data to further characterize these trends, 
especially among the scholarly elite – the <1% of items within IR that are driving the vast 
majority of use. 

Problems/ 
Research 
Questions 

• How is the search engine performance of IR content affected by variance and 
inconsistencies in the application and structure of repository metadata schema? 

• What, if any, trends are evident in the use of highly accessed items and 
document types (for example, electronic theses and dissertations). How do these 
trends compare with repository access overall? 

• Academic institutions promote programs that are considered topical or 
disciplinary strengths. How well is the content of IR aligned with the stated 



strengths of their host institutions, and do highly accessed items come from 
corresponding collections? 

• How does search engine optimization (SEO) in IR affect the distribution of 
access? Does implementation of SEO best practices significantly affect IR access? 

• What are appropriate metrics and methods for determining the contribution of 
IR to global research and economic development? 

Techniques  Analytic potential of the dataset includes opportunities for exploring bibliometrics, machine 

learning, data aggregation, and panel data analysis. 

Tools/ 
Languages 
used 

RAMP data are serialized in JSON format. Prior analyses have been completed using Python, 

R, and Tableau. The project team possess expertise in Python, R, and Excel. Some capacity 

exists to support mentees interested in network analysis and NoSQL/graph databases. 

Data  

Description: Search engine performance data harvested from Google Search Console 

daily via API. RAMP data extend from January 2017 to the present. Methods have 

been developed to aggregate and merge RAMP with data from bibliometric and 

other sources. 

Data Type: JSON, tabular; Data Size: 100+ GB. 

Outcome Published papers, presentations, datasets, software code, and electronic lab notebooks 

Milestone 
Timeline  Six months per selected project. Timeline specifics to be worked out with project mentors. 
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